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INTROOOG'TION 
Several atteq,ts have been made to solve the hydrodynamical. 
problem ot calculating the exact shape of tree surfaces def'lected by 
gravity. .&s yet, no simple solution to the problem ha8 been evolved. 
The most outstand:ing particular case of this problem, and c.ae ot 
considerable practical importance, is that of :tlo.r over a sharp-crested 
weir. This thesis investigates the possibility of applying a theorem 
developed by L.C. Woals to the weir problea, and in particular to its 
limiting cases of the tree overf'all and the weir of infinite depth. 
Af'ter a brief' account of previous researoh in Chapter I and a 
SUIIIJJ8rY ot Woods' the01"8ll in Chapter II, the remainder of' the thesis 
is devoted to the calculation of the tree overi"all profile. The 
profile obtained was found to differ sanewhat from thoae obtained by 
other methods. Sinoe all these methods a.re basically iterative pro-
cesses, it is concluded that the ccnvergenoe of suoh processes requiree 
sane investigaticn. .As tor Woods' theorem used in this way, the most 
that can be said at this stage is that it looks very praaising. 
NOlt.ENCLATURB 
(Symbols are listed approximately in their order ot 
appearance in the text.) 
• = :x: + iy · the physical plane 





the potential function 
the stream f\motioo 
= ~ + .a; the Laplace operator 
iJy 
distance along the stream lines 





the velocity of f"low a great distance upstream :f'rca the weir 






acceleration due to gravity 
= r + iQ 
Qo 
= log q 
= 6 + i ~ Woods' auxiliary plane 
y O depth of the weir lip below the tangent to the :free surface 
:far upstream 
d the depth of f'low approaching the weir tar upstream. 
Ajk terms of the integrand matrix 
F ?roude number 
2 
H = YO + ~g height ot total energy line above weir oreat 
~ ax = f; = x oanponent of' velocity = u 
at .2i ay: • - itx = Y oaoponent of velocity • v 
CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM AND PREVIOUS RBSE.AROH 
1 , 1 STATEMDJ.' OP THE PROBLEM 
THE LIBRAR'i". 
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURl' 
CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z. 
If liquid f"l.ow can be assumed two dimensional and irrotational. 
in a partioular case, then there exists a caaplex: potential function, 
w • ~ + it, such that, 
--(1) 
Proof ot this can be :f'ound in any standa.J.'d text en lzydrodynamics such 
as V:llne-Thanscn2• The problem n011r beccmes that at solving Laplace' s 
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equatiai (e~tion 1) tor particular boundary conditians. With reference 
to the weir problem, for example(Figure 1), these boundary conditions are: 
(i) Bomidariea AB, CDEii' are streamlines (t = oaustant) and no 
flow can occur across these boundaries. 
( ii) Along the tree surface boundaries AB and CD the shape is 
unkn01m but the pressure is ccnstant. 
(iii) Applying Bernouili' s equation alaig AB, CD obtain, 
= q • -J 2gb --(2) 
which must be satisfied at all points on the free surf'aoe. 
Equation 2 implies that the velooity distribution along a :tree surface 
depends on i ta shape. Thus, solution of the problan requires kn01Jled.ge 
of the answer. 
1.2 INADEQUACY OF THE CLASSICAL TREATMDT 
Kirchhof't' s method of analysing t'low with tree surfaces springing 
fran solid boundaries oan not be applied if the solid boundaries are 
curved, or if the :tree surf'aces are defiected by gravity. He intro-
duced the analytic tunotico, 
t log dz = ~di 
Q.o - log -iQ qe 
= log ~ + i9 q 
= r + i9 
This function maps straight solid boundaries on to lines parallel to 
4-
the r axis of the t- plane, and free surfaces of constant velocity Cll 
to lines parallel to the Q axis. The resulting polygCll in the f- plane 
can be mapped ai to the oanplex potential plane using the Sobwarz-
Ohristoftel transformation. It the figure in the f- plane is not a 
polygcm., as will be the case it the solid boundaries are curved and 
velocity varies oo. the tree surface, this simple transfonna.tion cannot 
be used and the method fails. 
1• 3 D~T MATHEMATICAL TREATJ,ll!:NT 
Mention should pemaps be made here of the wor.t: of Fri t11 J ohnJ and 
Hans Lew/+ in developing exact mathematical solutions to the general 
problem of the gravity deflected :free surface. A usetul SUIIIIDl.ry ot 
these two papers is given by Jfilne-ThomlSCll in reference 2, pp. 301 tt. 
In essence, both John and Lewy found that they could. detemine the 
solid boundary shapes which would produce a specitied free surface. 
Both methcds appear to be incapable of extension to anything other than 
single ccntinuous f'ree surfaces. They cannot, therefore, be used to 
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deal with jets and weirs. Results from these two methods have so far 
proved to be quite impractical fran an engineering point of view, 
although mathematically they are most elegant. .An example of now 
with a parabolic free surface is given in .Appendix A. 
1.4 METHOD OF SOLUTION AOOPrED 
Fran the considerations of section 1 .1, the most obvious approach 
to the problem is to assume a free surface shape, calculate the boundary 
values equation 1 produoes when applied to the flow regian, and compare 
these values with those imposed by equatian 2. On the basis of this 
oanparisan the assumed f'ree surface shape can be adjuated and the process 
is repeated until agreement between the values is reached. This, of 
oourse, assumes that the process coo.verges. 
1.5 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Previously, several results for free surface flows have been cal-
culated. using this general method. These can be classified according 
to the method used to calculate the boundary conditions produced. by 
equation 1. 
Relaxaticn methods: Southwell and Vaise'Y' have used relaxation methods 
to determine the profiles in several oases of free surface flows in two-
and three-dimensions. Of particular interest here is their solution to 
the free overfall problem. 6 In America, AicNown, Hsu, and Yih have 
applied the same methods to a case of particular interest, that of flow 
over a weir of infinite depth. 
Electrolytic plotting tank methods : Hay and :Markland 7 obtained. profiles 
for the sharp crested weir by setting up the analogous situation in an 
electrolytio plotting tank. Their results cover.a range of weir 
depths including the extreme oases of free overfall and the weir of 
infinite depth. 
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Integration around the assumed bounda.z:y: If t( ~ is a function of the 
ca:uplex variable t analytic inside and en a closed contour C, and z is 
a point inside O, then, 
:f,(,,) 
' "'I 
= _j_ f £m 2111 t-·z d~ 
C 
This is the Cauchy integral formula. The Cauchy integral formula can 
be used to obtain boundary values directly by numerical integration around 
the b0t.mdaey. Lauck8 has done this to obtain the profile of f'low over 
a weir of infinite depth. 
1.6 PRESENT MllmiOD OF SOLUTION 
The method of solution presented in this thesis is similar to the 
method used by Lauck. In applying the Cauchy integral formula directly" 
to the problem the integration must be carried out around a. boundary that 
encloses the region exclusive of points at infinity. To accomplish this 
Lauck had to join the upper and lower bounding streamlines by carrying 
the ·1ntegratidn ·across equipotential lines far upstream arid far downs·tream' 
respeotive~y. An extension of the Cauchy integral formula by L.C. Woods 1 
resolves this qiffieulty by confining the integration to the solid 
boundaries and the free surfaces. 
Woods developed his theorem to analyse free surface :flow with curved 
solid boundaries. In his paper he gives several examples, but in none ot 
these ·a.re the e'f'f'e"ots of gravi'ty ·considered. It is the purpose of' this 
thesis to show how Woods' method of analysis can be applied when the free 
surface is detleoted qy gravity. 
OHA'i?TER II 
Tim THEOREM OF L. C. woom 
2.1 STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
The infinite strip O ~ t{ t in the w-plane represents :f'low 
. 0 
in a channel of quite general type. The bounding streamlines w = O, 
w = 't O are boundaries on which either r or Q can be specified,. 
(r is specified an the free surface, and g en the solid boundary.) 
Consider now the infinite strip in the~- plane where boundaries an 
'Jt 
which r is specified map on to the line ~ • 2 , and t4ose on which Q 
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is specified map on to the line ~ = O. The transformation between 
tliese two planes is achieved using the Schwarz"'°hri3tofl?el theorem. 
Woode' theorem state.a that the analytic function :f"( z;;) is defined. .every-
where within, and on the boun9-ary ot the strip in the ~-plane by the 
integral equation ( equation 27 of reference 1), 
:f'(~ = r + 19 00 
= r 
00 
+ i8 co + i f tanh-1 {exp ( ff - t )} dQ O ( O*) 
&"'= -oo ... 
- ; J tan~ { exp(5* - ~ J dre, (I) 
~ . ·- -. ,;..., ..... 
0 ;;t-oo 
---( 3) 
The first integral is a line integral along ~ = O, where 9 is 
specified. If the solid boundary is straight Q = constant, and the 
first integral vanishes. The second' integral is a line integral alaig 
'JC 
~ • 2 where r is speoif'ied. If the velocity is constant along the 
free sur:f'aoe, r::: oonstant, and the second integral vanishes. 
2. 2 PROBLEMS INVOLVING GRAVITY 
In problems where the free surfaoes are de:f'leoted by gravity 
equation 3 oan be used to calculate values of r and. Q an the as&Sumed 
boundary, that satisfy equation 1 • The.se values of r and Q oan be 
canpared with those determined by egµation; 2. The assumed boundar,y 
oan be adjusted and equation 3 applied again until agreement between 
boundary values fran equa.tion 3 and 2 is obtained.. The convergence 
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of the integrals and the iterative process is disoussed in seotion 4.3. 
Having outlined the general problem, and shown where Woods' theqrem 




~ SHARP-CRESTED WEIR 
l!'igure·1 shows the geneffll case of the sharp-orested weir and 
the two limitink oases. A solution has been obtained far =eie limiting 
case of the :f'ree overfall (Figure 9). In the oase of the weir of infinite 
depth a solution could not be calculated beoause the integral. in 'I oods' . . 
equation was divergent.· A(JPDN general case tor same spec11':l.a value 
Yo 
of d other than one or sert> ~was not attem,ted. 
3.1 W00IS • TEEO§ .AP.PL~ 
The mapping ~lanes ( z, w, and ~ tor the general. case at the weir 
are shawm in Figure 2. Since the solid boundaries are straight, the 
first integral vanishes except for a term due to the disoontinuity in Q 
at E. Equation 3, tor the weir, becomes, 
f'( 1';) = rD + i9D + ta.nh -1 { exp ( ~ - t) J _ .. 
+ i T tan-1 { exp (r, - t) J dr~ (6*) ---(4.) 
o•~• .. 
In the limiting oases the term tor the discontinuity at E is zero. 
,c 
l!'or the free overf'all QD = 0, otherwise QD • 2 and in all cases 
<lo 
rD :r log gji . The integration is carried out alaig the :free surface 
in direction DCB.A. 







d ~ ,_ 
:fl ~! -- _TE.L. 
a9 t 2. -
d=~o 
Yo 
FREE OVERFALL d = 1 






WEIR OF INFINITE DEPTH ~0 = O 
FIGURE 1 
-i----
THE SHARP-CRESTED WEIR AND 
ITS LIMITING CASES 
10 
1( 
The w - ~ transtormatim is given by the Schwarz-Ohristotf'el 
theoreJn as, 
exp t = { exp (- f) - 1 J-½ 
0 
--(5) 
On the :f'ree surface -e- - & • + 
1C 12 ~. 
1 
exp 6• = 
'Jl:W4I ,. 
- 1 { exp (- T':') - 1 J 
0 
Thus the integrand of equation 4 becanes, 
{
exp(-2)-1 }½ 
~ ~ to 
tan {exp(~• - !';) J = - i tanh. ,c,;; 
exp(- l: ) - 1 
0 
--(6) 
Since the f\mctional relatiaiship between the integrand and r is no'b 
-known, the integral must be evaluated by a numerical. prQOess. Eqµal 
steps in potential, At),, ~ set alcng the Qound.ari.es and the value ot 
. the integrand at the mid-point of eaoh interval is calculated. This 
leads to the matrix Ajlc (Table II), where k varies with w and is the 
point f'or which f'( Q is being eval.ua ted. j varies with .,,. • 
Ajk = tanh-1 ~ ~ 
~ { - 1 = exp(- r > - 1 F 
0 
13j = fexp.c- V, - 1 Ji 
0 
-(7) 
In terms of finite ditterenoes, equation 4 beoanes, 
t'(~ = rD · + i9D + tanh ~ { exp ( aE - ~ 1 
2i N 
- - .Z A (llr) ---(8) 
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The integrand Ajk is independent of the assumed shape and is the same 
for all cases of the weir problem. flms, once calculated the ma.tr1:1:· 
can be used for successive trials in a particular case, and for all 
oases. The matrix in Table II was calculated by F. M. Henderscn, 
senior lecturer in civil engineering at the University of Canterbury. 
( b.r) j is not a constant increment during the summation, but varies 
with the position j and the assumed shape. Val1:1es ot (llr) j corresponcJing 
to the 6f/J intervals can be calculated f'ran equation 2 tor particular 
trial shapes. The summatiais can then be carried out and the new 
values produced can be canpared with the ones from equaticm 2. 
3.2 CALCULATION OF THE nmnRAND MATRIX 
Vo 
The interval of integratien was chosen to be Af/J • 4 , t O being 
the stream function value on the upper boundar.,. Values of the integrand 
calculated tor these intel"V'8.ls are then independent of the absolute 
magnitude of w. Table 1 sets out values of' (3 calculated frcm equation 7. 
Inspection of Table 1 shows that (3 is always positive, imaginary, and 
increases as j increases. The oalculatiqn of tanh-1 ~ will depend, 
.• '"'j 
therefore, on whether j ) k, j ( k, or j • k. 
j) k : If' j) k, then f ( 1, and tanh-1 f is pure real. 
j j 
j < k : If' j < k, then ~ > 1 , and 
- '"'j 
tanb-1 ~ T == 
j 
(3 
ta.nh-1 i! + if 
whe_re the first term on the right-hand side is pure real and the 
imaginary term is constant for all 1 ( j ( k. Hence the imaginary 
~erm will make a. contribution to the summation et, 
21 I 'Jt ~ 
T j-1 i 2 (Ar) j • . - j=1 ( Ar) j 
= total change in r between D and k 
= rD - rk 
'\ . -1 ~ 
j = k : If' j • k, then j'" = 1, and ta.nh ~ is infinite. 
j j 
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However, although the integrand at this point is infinite, the summation 
is still finite. A value obtained by pure integration has,' therefore, 
to be inserted into the summation. here. To do this the argument (~) 
, j 
needs to be known as a function. at r. Since the contribution ot this 
term to the sumnation is small it will be assumed that tbl.s relaticmship 
is linear, and an "average ordinate", ~, is calculated and inserted 
into the matrix at all points j = k. For the details of' this see 
.Appendix B. 
The summation is thus broken into its several oarq,anents and equation 
8 oan be written in detailed f'om, 
t(G) = rk + i'\; 
= rD + i9D + ta$ -1 { exp ( a E - Ge) } 
2 k-1 -1 ~ 
- i 'i j~ tanh ~ ( Ar) j - rD + rk 
2 N -1 ~k 2 
- ii z ta.nh ~ (Ar) j - ii -\It ( Ar )k 
jak+1 j 
Which simplifies, putting, 
'\ 




= ¾ - ij~ ¾k(A~j --(9) 
Equation 9 praluces new values of 9 only, to be compared with the 
values of Q and r specified. by equation 2. Applying equation 2 and 
dh 
ds == sing ---( 10) 
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to these new values ot 9, corresponding values of r, and hence t,.r, can 
be oalculated to produce a new trial surface. 
3.3 RANGE OF SUMMATION 
Something must now be said about the upper limit of the summation, 
j a N. Theoretioally an infinite number of steps should be taken as 
the summation proceeds downstream along DC and upstream again along BA. 
It is convenient to start the sunmation at the weir crest D since a'b 
this point ~, r, and Q are known. 
Downstream limit: Far downstream f3j • 1 and, 
Ajk = 1-_,, ~ I • I tanh _,, ~k = constant ---(11) 
p~ovided f:\c + 133 , i.e. ~ ~ 1 • There will be an equipotential far 
j 
downstream at n after which the integrand, for the purposes of the 
summation, can be assumed constant. Its contribution to the summation 
after this equipotential will be, 
Z tanh-1 ~ (l\r) "'l'1 = t4Ilb,. t3k z /lr 
= ~k x difference in r across the 
equipotential at n 
Hence the summation is. carried downstream until the integrand is constant 

























TABLE I - VALUES OF ~ WE.EN /:ilJ = f 
mid-interval 
j,k 
values ot w /'1jr0 exp <-r) 0 
1 i + o.6758 
2 i + o. 3078 
3 ~ 6 + 0.1403 
4- l + 0.06404, 
5 1¼ + 0.02920 
6 1i + 0.01 }30 
7 1i + 0.00606, 
8 1! + 0.002766 
9 2t + 0.001261 
10 2i + 0.0005751 
11 2i + 0.0002623 
12 27 8 + 0.0001196 
13 i + 2I - 0.0001196 
14 i + 2f - 0.0002623 
15 i + 2i - 0.0005751 
16 i + 2¼ - 0.001261 
17 i + 1¼ - 0.002766 
18 i + 1i - 0.006065 
19 i + 1i - 0.01330 
20 i + 1¼ - 0.02920 
7 21 i + if - 0.064,04. 
22 i + i - 0.1403 
23 i + i - 0.3078 
24 i + i - 0.6753 
25 i - i - 1 .481 
26 i - i - 3.248 
27 i - i - 7 .124-
28 i 7 - 15.64-- 8 
29 i - 1½ - 34.25 
30 i - 1i - 75.19 
31 i - 1i - 164.85 
32 i - 1¼ '" 361 .5 
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i 1 .0001 311 
i 1.0002875 
i 1 .0006302 
i 1.001382 
i 1.003027 
i 1 .00665 
i 1 .0144, 
i 1 .0315 
i 1.0677 











~ ~ If' j3 • 1 , equation 11 is not valid, as tanh x is very 
j 
sensitive to ohanges in x as x • 1. f3;j must therefore be carried 
~ 
farther downstream than I\· Put if = x 
n 
a! ( tanh-1 x) 
d( tanh -1 x.), / 2J5 




1 - x2 
X 
( 1 - x2 ) tanli-1 x 
Put x = 1 - s and let s • 0 ( (\ • !3n) 
d( tanh...., x, l / ~ 
tanh-1 X / X 




If the extreme value of k is k • 8 and it' n • 12, then the varia tiai 
in the constancy of the integrand at this point is 0.032 (by equation 12) 
which amounts to less than 1% of the summation. 
Upstream limit: As the summation proceeds upstream towards .A, the 
integrand is decreasing provided j ) le, and this oan always be arranged. 
More important is the faot that 




2h • 0 
because Ah • O, upstream, except in the case of the weir of infinite 
depth when both Ml and. h tend to zero. 
3.4 THE nm OF INFINITE DEFT...!! 
If lfu. tends to zero more rapidly than h tendtJ to zero at the upstream 
end of. the weir of infinite depth, then the summation converges. However 
values of 6r based on the profile obtained by MoNown, Hsu, and Yih6 ,re.re 
found to diverge in this region. Further, the integrand does not ocoverge 

















TERMS OF SUJ4MATION A! µFSTRE.AM END OF WEIR OF INFINITE 
DEPl'R 
k = 1 k = 24- k = 26 
(Ar) j 
Ajk Ajk(Ar)j Ajk Ajk(Ar)j Ajk Ajk(Ar)j 
0.0825 o.1+032 0.03}3 1<-3306 0.1098 0.9129 0.0753 
0.0125 O.Y/90 0,0275 1.1626 0.-0843 1.0062 0.0729 
0.0675 0.354-5 0.0239. 1.0285 o.0694 1 .1335 0.0765 
0.0660 0.3304- 0.0218. 0.9168 0.0605 1.3213 Oi0872 
0.0675 o."$)67 0.0207 0.8213 0.0554- 1.654-0 0.1116 
0.0730 0.2838 0.0207 0.7383 0.0539 1.8500 0.1351 
0.0015 0.2618 0.0213 o.6~9 o.051t,2 1.6296 0.1328 
0.0930 0.21+05 0.0224 0.5999 0.0558 1.211+1+ 0.1185 
0.1090 0.2215 0.024-1 0 • .54-13 0.0590 1.0640 0.1160 
0.1280 0.2027 0.0259 0.4897 0.0627 0.9139 0.1170 
0.151+0 0.1851 0.0285 0.4428 0.0682 0.7981 0.1229 
0.1850 0.1696 0.0314 0.4012 0.0742. o.1)035 0.1301 
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the summation a.re given in Table III for a representative ra.:n.ge ot 
values of k. It must be concluded that this case of weir flow cannot 
be analysed by Woods' method. 
3. 5 WEIRS OF FINITE DEPrH 
In all other cases f,,r will tend to zero upst"ream and the summation 
will converge. However, except in the free overfall case, not ally is 
the free surface shape unlmown, but the discharge and the value· of I at 
the discontinuity E are indeterminate. Three initial assumptions must 
be made, and in the iteration all three of these may have to be varied. 
Since Woods' equation produces new values of 9 only, the way fu which 
discharge and potential at E should be a~ju.sted will be largely a matter 
of guess-work. 
Al.though these three factors are not independent their relationship 
depends on knowing the z - w relationship, whioh is basically what is 
being established. by the process. A specific example of this nature 
was not attempted. 
CH.APrER rt 
THE FREE OVERFALL 
For the free overfall the JDethod. was oarried to i ta co.nolusiai 
and a result was obtained. Figure 9 shows this resultant profile 
plotted with profiles obtained by other workers for comparison. 
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In the case of the free overfall the number of unknowns is reduced 
and the iterative process is thereby simplified. Far upstream the 
flow is at "critical depth" ,and the discharge ·and velooity ~e known 
exa.otly. The discontinuity tenn due to the change in dire-atipn of 
the solid. boundary a.t E no longer exists, and the only unknown property 
of the flow is the free surface shape. 
4.1 THE UNIT MODEL 
Use of the unit model in which g :: 1 and y O = 1 reduces the 
numerical oalculations for (Ar) j significantly. Flem over weirs of 
Yo 
the same ratio T will have geometrically similar profiles, and. have 
the same characteristic Froude number, 
2 
F2 = _g_ 
gy 
Provided a suitable scale factor is introduced for the velocity tenn, g can 
be chosen to· have any arbitrary value without effecting this geanetr:i.cal 
similarity. Hence, results obtained. for j:he unit model can be applied 
to the corresponding real flow situation by the following transfo:rmati0Zl8. 
(Superscripted letters refer to the unit model.) 
JC = x'y 0 
y = y'y 0 
q = q•-r;;-0 
~ = ~• Yo "I gyo 
,r, = ,fr' Yo~ 
and equation 2 becanes 
a~• q' -nil' -(1.3) ds' = = 
In the remainder of this chapter the superscripts wil~ be 
cl,J.topped and all valw,s'will refer to the wiit model. 
J+,. 2 OALOUL.BION OP 
1 
(Ar) j FOR SUCCESSIVE TRI.AL SHAPES 
a a 
A& a starting point for th~ iteration the profile obtained by 
Hay and Markla.nd.7 in the electrolytic tazik was used. First trial 
values ot ( Ar) j were ealcula.ted using equation 1, by setting ott ha 
along the curve and measuring th~ corresponding value ot ·h. Since 
22 
j extends f'urther downstream than k, the new values of 9' obtained cover 
a smaller range·tha.t>: required for·caJ.oulating corresponding values ot 
( 6r) j to use in the second trial. For the first four trials the new 
profiles were plotted and it was then a sinq>le matter to extrapolate 
frcm j = 8 to j = 12. A simpler method, and one that is certainly as 
aoourate, is to plot (hr) j against j (Figure 3). A "smoo~ curve 
drawn through these values oan be extrapolated to cover the whole range 
of integration. This method was adopted for the last three iterations. 
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necessary to establish position j = 13 on the upper free surface. 





! Yo cos2 Q 
& sin Q --(14) 
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e is the average value of 9 across the equipotential. Once position 
j ::: 1 3 is established the calculation back along the upper free surface 
proceeds as it did for the lower free surface. 
The first equation 14 is derived from energy and. momentum con-
siderations on the assumption that the pressure in the jet is constant 
a.nd equal to the external pressure on the free surfaces. At a sufficient 
distance downstream fran the overfall edge this is true. The distance 
is such that j ) 0.5 according to Ven Te Ohow9• The derivation of 
this equation is set oat in .Appendix C. 
4. 3 OONVERGENCE 
Two of the conditions that must be satisfied before Woods' theorem 
can be succeas:tully applied to a f'low problem relate to convergence. 
Firstly the BUIIIID9.tian Z Ajk( Ar) j DllSt converge to a finite sum. In 
the case of the weir of infinite depth this condition was not satisfied. 
Secondly the iterative process itself must converge. That is, successive 
trial shapes must be more and more nearly coincident, converging to a 
uniqµe final shape which will be the solution. It is possible that 
successive trial shapes will oscillate infinitely. 
The problem of how to determine whether or not a particular iterative 
process will converge, without actually carrying it out, is in this case 
miable. to be solved., as :the behaviour of the various parameters· 
involved depends directly on the assumed surface shape. Indeed, 
25 
it may be that if' the assumed shape is grossly in erro:r the process 
will not converge even though it may converge if the initial assump-
tion is olose to the true solution. This problem is camnon to all 
of the three methods mentioned in section 1 • 5. However, no _previous 
workers have discussed ~ matter extensively. Generally th~ ccm.-
olusion is that if a. process is found to converge when it is applied 
to a. particular problem then the application is justified. 
In the case of the free overfall, solved by Woods' method, the 
convergence of the iteration was found to be very slow. It was made 
more rapid by averaging the 9 values obtained in the second and third 
trials for use in the fourth trial. Inspection of' Pigdre 9 will give 
some indication of how close the convergence bad becane when the 
iterati~ was halted. Table IV sets out the co-ordinates calculated 
for the final two trials. 
The result thus obtained is substantially di:f'ferenCJ.,:tran that of 
Hay and M\rldana.7. {Also plotted in Figure 9; this profile is almost 
identical with the one obtained by Sot1thwell and Vaise,..S ·by rela.xatiqi.) 
This could, of 0011rae, be due to inaccuracy <Jf the integrand matrix -or 
the limit of the range of integration, which would presumably lead to 
a result slightly dif'f&rent f'ran the true one. However, a oomplete--ly 
independent approximate eheok can be devised very simply. The medians 
of the meshes of a !'low net are equal, and since the curvature of the, 
stream lines and equipotentials in the f'low field of the free ov,erfall 
is slight, to a_fa.irly close degree of approx:I.Ioa.tion, it can be stated 
26 
that: 
the average jet width between adjacent equipotentiala ( spaced 
to 
at till = r· ) is equal to :four times the ayerage distance along 
the free surtaoes between the equipotentials. 
Equation 13 can be used to obtain the b.'11 steps an the free 
surfaces, ·and this was done for both Bay and Markland' s profile and 
the profile obtained in this thesis ( see reduced diagrams in Figures 
4- and 5). The points thus obtained are oanpa.tible with the boundary 
condition of equation 2. Application of the above test then gives 
an approximate check as to how well equation 1 is satisfied. The 
results 0f this test are tabulated in Table V. For both profiles 
the difference between jet width and toar times the surface increment 
is small, the agreement in the present case bei.J)g bettdr than for Hay 
and Markland's profile. 
4,.4 EtmTROLITIO PLOTTING TaK TEST 
As a final check the prefile obtained was set up in a plotting 
tank and the potential distribution around the boundary was measured. 
The results are set out in Table VI. The maximum difference between 
the calculated and plotting tank results is 0.007, which represents 
o.~ of the total voltage across the tank. Since the voltagt? cannot 
be measured more accurately than this (although sensitivity ·ot the 
potentic:meter is such that voltage(; variations of o:~1% could be detected) 
it may be stated that the profile calculated by Woods' method is true 
within the limits of accuracy ·set by this test. The accuracy attained 
in this plotting tank is comparable with the work of Hay and :Markland. 
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TABLE IV 
C0-0RDDUTE$ OF FREE OVERFAil, PENULTDf.ATE AND ACCEPTED PROFILF.S 
6th ~ 7th trial 
X h X h 
0 1.500 0 1.500 
0.143 1.520 0.143 1 .519 
! 
0.281 1.533 0.282 1.552 
0.4-15 1.596 0.416 1.594 ,-f 
I 0.545 1 .646 0.546 1.643 
t o.669 1.103 0.611 1.699 .µ 
Cl.> 0.788 1.765 0.791 1,760 s.. 
l 0.902 1.831 0.906 1.825 
..:1 1.012 1.899 1 .017 1.892 
1.327 1.452 1.328 1 .44!) 
1 .211 1.359 1 .210 1.348 
1.085 1.270 1.083 1.259 
0.9?2 1.182 0.948 1.173 
o.so9 1.099 0.804 1.090 
! . 0.656 1.020 o.650 1.013 
r-1 0.493 0.948 0.485 0.942 
i 0.320 o.883 0.312 0.877 
~ 0.137 0.826 0.128 0.822 ,+, 
u.> 




-0.254 0.74[) -0.269 0.737 
-0.459 0.709 -0.475 0.707 





























APPROXIMATE Tli3T ~R .AOOURAOY OF PROFILES 
Bay and :Markland 
protile average 4 JI average differ- average 4 X average differ-
seoticn jet value of ~s enoe % jet value of' As ence,% 
width width 
1 :5 - 12 0.498 0.498 0 
14 - 11 0.506 0.510 o.a 
15 - 10 0.516 0.522 1.2 
16 - 9 0.528 0.536 1.5 
17 - 8 0 • .540 o.;46 1.1 0.559 0.560 0.2 
18 - :7 0.551 0.564 2.4 0.569 0.574 0.9 
19 - 6 0 • .56; 0.576 2.0 o • .588 o.;sa 0 
20 ... 5 0.580 0.588 1 .i.. 0.602,. 0.602 -0.3 
21 - 4 0 • .594 0.610 2.7 0.619 0.622 0.5 
22 - ' 0.611 0.624 2.1 0.635 0.636 0.2 2} - 2 0.629 o.642 2.1 0.654 0.652 -0.3 




ELEJTROLYTIO PLO'l."rING. TANK RESULTS 
j Atused in / Acbmeasured in difference calculations plotting tank , 
1 0.2.5 0.21+1 -0.003 
2 0.25 0.21+3 -0.007 
4) 
3 0.25 0.250 0.000 i 1+ 0.25 Oo21+7 -0.003 
ro 
5 0.25 0.248 -o.ooa k . 
! 6 0.2.5 0.250 0.000 
..:I 7 0.25 0.252 +0.002 
18 0.25 o.2q.S -0.002 
19 0.25 0.2q.8 -0.002 
20 0.25 o.~7 -0.003 
21 0.25 0.250 l0.000 
. 
Cl). 22 o.i5 0.24-5 -0.005 
0 
cl!· 23 0.25 0.248 -0.002 
~ 21+ 0.25 0.21+1 -0.003 
k 25 0.25 0.248 -0.002 & 
£4 26 0.25 0.255 +0.005 
27 0.25 0.252 +0.002 




.As explained in Chapter I the problem of' gravity def'lected jets 
dealt with here is one of solving Laplace' s equation for certain 
boundary conditions. The use of Woods' theorem, as against relaxation 
teohniques or electrolytic plotting tank methods, is the most direot 
method since it yields directly, info:rma. tion about boundary values. 
Relaxation, on the other hand, has to be applied to the whole field 
of flow before boundary values oan be derived. 
The profile of the free overfall calculated in this thesis is 
found to dif'fer significantly fran the profile obtained by Hay and 
Markland in the electrolytic plotting tank and that er Southwell and 
Vaisey calculated by relaxation. The in.dependent tests applied to 
the prof'ile, as calculated using Wooo.s' method, indicate that it is 
at least as good as these others. It is interesting to note that the 
upper free surface shape obtained agrees very well with the experimental 
profile obtained by Rouse 1 O, and that the experimental profile of the 
lower free surface lies approximately midway between the profile of Hay 
and Markland and the one caloulated here (see Figure 9). This suggests 
that the question of the convergence of these iterative processes should 
be examined more fully. 
Unfortunately there has been time only to carry the solution of one 
problem through to a suocessful conclusion. Before full con:fidence can 
'' 
be expressed in this method. it will be necessary to apply it to 
other problems tor which results are available fran other sources. 
One suah problem, which is of -sane practical interest, is the gravity 
deflected jet issuing fran a horizontal ~lot in a vertical plate. 
Woods' theorem applied in this way looks very .pranising,. 
Al th011gh the work involved is lengthy it is oertain;Ly ·no more JO than 
that involved in relaxatiai or electrolytic plotting tank methods. 
The possibility of using a digital canputer tor this problem is 1'0rth 
considering as oaaputers are particularly suitable f'or suah repetitive 
caloula-tiai. Provided sane numerical method ot extending the range 
of d:eriwd 'boundary values to cover the same range as the initially 
assumed values can be found the use Gf a cemput~r shO'lil.tl be feasible. 
1 woom, L.c. 
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APPENDIX A 
FLOW WITH A PARABOLIO FREB SURF l!CE BY THE METHOD OF 
FRITZ JOHN} 
The free surtace of' a two-dimensional steady flow is a curve 
}7 
O given by the equa.tico z • F(a.) where a. is a. real valued Lagrangian 
co-ordinate. On O the Euler equation of fluid flow can be written as, 
d2g 
;] + ig = i G(crl ,g! da. 
(equation 5 at John's paper) 
--(I) 
Further, if' the flow is irrotational with canplex potential w, then cm 0 
dw 
de 
di' dF -.-da. da. = --(II) 
( equation 6 of John's paper) 
It now it is assumed that z = F( a.) is an analytic function of a. then 
equation II can be used to def'ine w tor cauple:x: valu~s ot a.. The 
canplex potential w( a.) so defined will be the complex potential of a 
flow which is ~onsistent with the tree surface given by z = F(a.). 
The simplest possible solution to equation I is obtained if 
G(a) = 0 
~ = -ig 
da.2 
dF .. iga. + A do. = 
F = . -i½ga. 2 + A.a, + B 
38 
This is a parabolic surface and if the origin is taken at the apex of 













w = '! g2a,3 + D 
Let a, take complex va1ues a.= a + ib and if" w • 0 at the apex of the 
parabola D • 0 and 
w • ~ + i'fr 
~ 
'V 
= ¼ ff (a+ ib)J 
= ¼ g3 (aB - 3ab2) 
= ¼ gl (3a2b • bs) --(Iv-l 
Equation Ill is now used to obtain the genei-al z - a. relationship for 
ccmplex values of a. 
Z : X + iy = - i½a (a + ib) 2 
X = gab 
y = - ½s (a2 - b:a) --(v) 
To plot stream lines ( or equipotentials.) equations IV give the relation-
ship between a and b for constant values of ljr ( or ~). Values of a ~ b 
thus ob~ined. are substituted in equations V to give points (x,y) on the 
stream line (equipotential line) in the physiqal z-plane. Figure 6 shows 
the flow pattem thus obtained. The fl.OW' is divided into four distinct 
regions as indicated by the arrows showing the direction o:f flow in each 






FLOW WITH A 
PARABOLIC FREE SURFACE 
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.APPENDIX B 
C.AICULMION OF Ajk WHEN j = k 
When j = k the integrand is inf'inite, but the ccm.tribution to 
the summation of the increment (Ar)k ocm.ta~ning this point is finite. 
An average value of the integrand-based an pure integration must, 
therefore, be inserted into the integrand matrix when· j = k. The 
~s'lUll,Ption is made that over this increment the relatiaiship between 
r and} is linear, and the integration is carried out between limits 
j ~ 
Y and Y where ;s- = Y• 
1. 2 t-'j 
Note that when Y ) 1 
tanh-1 y = tanh-1 ¾ + i i 
40 
In the integration the real part of the_integra.nd only is dealt with, 
and the integration must in tact be evaluated in two stages between the 







y tanh-1y + ½ log (1 - ,2) 
"G 
To evaluate the upper limit substitute 1 - e for 1 and let s • 0 
eL:~t{ (1 - e) tanh--1 (1 - s) + ½ log [1 - (1 - e)•1} 




·~~~ {<1 - e) ½ log-2 ~ § + ½ log (2e - e2)} 
½ log <i . ee) 
log 2 
Therefore 
) 1 tanh .. 1 y dy = log 2 - h; tanh-1 Y., + ½ log (1 - r., 2)} 
y1 
Similarly 
j~ tanh-1 ydy :: log 2 -{¾- tanh-1 ¾-+½log [1 - (¾-) 2 ]} 
41 
y ·2 S 2 
The to-ful contribution to the summation at j = k is the sum of these 
two expressions and the increment is ( 1 - Y) + ( 1 - ~). Hence the 
:1. '2 
"average ordinatett value to be placed in the integrand matrix is, 
2 log 2 -
~ = 
{y tanh --1 y + ½ log( 1 - y 2 ) 
1 ~ 1 
+ ~-1 \.;+ ½log(1..(t;)~ 
(1 - y) + (1 - L) 
:1 y 
2 
The values of y ,Y in a particular instance can be obtained ·with sufficient 
:1. 2 
accuracy by interpolating between 1 and the neighbour:thg ,ralues of y 
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DERIVATION OF THE JN? THICKNESS EQUATION 
Consider the free bcdy of liquid isolated by sections AA and 
BB far upstream and far downstream respectively (Figure 8). AA 
is far enough upstream so that the flow there may be considered 
uniform at critical depth. The pressure distribution across AA 
can then be assumed hydrostatio. BB is a right section of the jet 
far enough downstream for the pressure across BB to be considered 
constant and equal to the external pressure on the free boundaries. , 
~ 
h is the average depth of this section below the 11 total energy line11 
4-3 
and the section makes angle 9 with the vertical. 
across this section can then be written as 
The average velocity 
q_ = ~ 
Flow across AA = Flow across BB 
yoq_o = 6. h ~ 
cos e . 
The flow across AA is critical, therefore, 
Clo = ,.J gy 0 
Hence 
h cosi 9 y 3 = 2( &i) 2 0 ---(I) 
Rate of change of horizontal manentum between AA and BB 
~ force on AA { the channel bed is conside:-ed 
smooth) 






Equating {I) and (II) obtain 
Ah 2 "" -= - y cos• 9 3 0 
or in the unit mpdel 'l;his is 
Ah 
jet thiclmess 
2 0 -= - cos .. 9 3 . 
Ah 
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